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Oho 
Let it flow 

What?s up girl? 
Tell me what you trying do to tonight 
And I try to cope girl 
Better you planning coming by 
You with your friends girl 
When you gotta tell your girls goodbye 
Then you gotta stop by the store and 
Playing working lie (..?..) 
I?m a (..?..) that you love 
You know how I get down 
When you walk in the door and no playing around 
But the kissing, hugging, rubbing, touching 
About this flowing and all that good loving. 
Wud you gotta get out of your clothes 
Girl let me get take to control 
Let it flow, (let it flow) 
just Let if flow 
I?m gonna go south down low 
Then I?m gonna show you all I know 
Let it flow, (let it flow) 
just Let if flow 

That was quick girl 
Wouldn?t it taking to much time 
To get hip girl. 
When I must have been on your mind 
What?s the deal girl? 
You know I ain?t trying to play no games 
So I think It?s time to get right to it, 
Don?t ya feel the same way? 

I?m a (Â…?Â…) that you love 
you know how I get down 
When you walk in the door and no playing around 
But the kissing, hugging, rubbing, touching 
About this flowing and all that good loving 

Wud you gotta get out of your clothes 
Girl let me got take to control 
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Let it flow, 
just Let if flow (let it flow) 
I?m gonna go south down low 
Then I?m gonna show you all I know 
Let it flow, just let it flow (let it flow, yeah) 
Wud you gotta get out of your clothes 
Girl let me got take to control 
Let it flow, (I?m gonna take control) 
just Let if flow 
I?m gonna go south down low 
Then I?m gonna show you all I know 
Let it flow, just let it flow (let it flow) 

Girl the things I do (do) 
when I get my hands on you (you) 
I lay your body down
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